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Abstract 

People in Ba Di surrounded by towering mountains and low-laying rivers. They made a 
living at the risk life, mixed with bitter and exhilaration. The austerity of life, motivation 
for life, comfort and happiness in life of previous people are singing in the folk songs 
which had passed generations to generations. They more show the positive attitude -
facing difficulty with ease, being fond of life and singing eulogy to humanity -to life of Ba 
Di people. These folk songs are the vivid reflection of living and praise to previous 
lifestyle. 
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1. Introduction 

From ancient times, the ways in Ba Di are rugged and precipitous. But people there overcame 
it with diligence, courage and wisdom and turn it into ever-green mountains featuring 
unyielding people, urbanized and modernized cities at the foot of Bashan Mountain. Although 
lifestyle there has changed significantly and the working and singing model which according to 
the sun is declining, the spirit of optimism in folk songs is passed down as intangible cultural 
heritage. This article collects representative folk song lyrics drawing from types of working, rite, 
romance and custom, analyzing the embodied affection and cultural connotations in them. 

2. Working songs, austerely, diligently and energetically 

Mountains are steep in Bashan. The primitive life and production process dominated by 
farming and hard working which account for a majority of Bashan people's folk songs. In 
working songs, people express the hardships and dangers of working, and at the same time, 
they express the motivation for working and confidence in overcoming difficulties. They are full 
of optimism in their hard work, and show the positive and progressive living attitude of the 
original Ba Di mountain people. For generations, the Ba Di people have been able to continue 
their lives in extremely difficult circumstances. 

Working songs take a major part, mainly collecting Nong Geng, Zai Yang, Hao Cao, Hao Yang, 
Hao Cao Luo Guo and other songs about farming in four seasons. Besides, songs of transporting 
such as Chuan Jiang Hao Zi, Chuan Gong Hao Zi, La Chuan Hao Zi, La Chuan and manual 
transportation on mountains Bei Lao Er, Tai Gong Hao Zi, Bao Lu Hao Zi 

These working songs expressed the hardship and austerity in different extend. For example, 
lyrics in Zai Yang “Picking bean leaves to cover sun, rain leave alone”; in Hao Cao “Girl I cleaned 
weeds in the field, cotton in bloom reminds me of parents whole, tears shedding down on the 
hoe; in Chuan Jiang Hao Zi “Ceaseless raining like my constantly shedding tears, tears and blood 
converging with Minjinag water; in Ba Shan Bei Er Ge “firstly i climbing over Eagle Cliff and 
Qingshi Peak, then I went to Chengdu in spring and Beijing in autumn,walking besides 
precipices and up slopes”; in Lao Dong Hao Zi “Hi, hold steadily the hammer and watch it down. 
Hard it is, dig continues. Aha,hard it is, dig continues”; in Ramming Song, “Ho, sun comes, ah yo 
ah yo ho”. These folk songs express the hardships of hard work and the leap of life of mountain 
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people through rhythmic words. They transform gravity into skillful force with wisdom, and 
work together to overcome the difficult rhythm of life. They show the strength and wisdom of 
the people in Ba Di in building and changing their living environment. 

These folk songs not only express the hardships and dangers of hard work, but also reveal the 
optimistic and optimistic feelings of mountain people, the brave and positive motivation, the 
pursuit of facing difficulties and the yearning for a better life in the future, such as in Hao Cao 
Luo Guo “A red cloud rises from east while a purple from west. Rising red and Billowing purple 
turn white haze into red. Red cloud reflects red mountains and water while singers singing in 
sunshine. Tam-Tam awakes rivers and trum echoes the valley. Birds shocked, and animals 
hidden. We sing out the sun and shine. We frighten governor’s attempt for song tax, he didn’t 
dare to charge at least three days. Our songs rock the devil while exhilarating the God of Grain”; 
in Chuan Jiang Hao Zi “I used to blowing trumpet and saying dialect. In our dictionary, there is 
no word of fear. We break formidable waves facing it dauntlessly and conquering cliffs”; in Ba 
Shan Bei Er Ge “Smoke for a while when tired, drinking for a cup when thirsty, we make 
prosperity hand in hand”; in Lao Dong Hao Zi “Guys we fight to early finish the project of 
building a great China and we have power to make it. Ho yo~~. Ah, the blowing trumpet urges 
us to fight. Ah, our nation will flourish. Ah, long live the trumpet, ah long live the harmony”. The 
hardship of living environment can not repel people's longing for a better future. The people in 
Ba Di believe that as long as they have firm faith, positive attitude and persistent motivation, all 
suffering will eventually be replaced by a beautiful tomorrow. Their industriousness, bravery 
and optimism, which are clearly sung in folk lyrics, infuse the souls of generations of Ba Di 
people and become their spiritual motivation and life pursuit. 

3. Ritual songs, inheritance of fine Ba Di traditional folk culture 

"A nation is a unity of beliefs, emotions and languages. Each nation has its own history of 
development, solemn life belief. Because of the regional, historical, linguistic and economic 
development, each nation also has its own national beliefs. Bashu has a deep traditional culture, 
and its region also contains solemn religious beliefs, which is reflected in its ritual and ritual 
songs. They sang and danced, participated in religious sacrifice activities with collective folk art, 
and gained full aesthetic pleasure in the aesthetic activities of songs and dances, and passed 
down the life consciousness and aesthetic concepts accumulated in these activities from 
generation to generation. "[1] 

Eulogy to God. For example, in the Legend of Medicine Master “All the traditional Chinese 
medicines are the crystallization of him. One piece paper of prescription worthy than gold. 
Every grass and tree generates miracle of life. Long live the master. My dream is in his heart. A 
legend of medicine master...he saved people. Under the sky, the biggest is his benevolence, up 
the sky, the biggest is the life of human”. In the poor social environment, people's living 
standards are low, the king of medicine loves people and saves the lives of mankind. People 
defied him to express their desire for a better human nature and the future. 

Wedding ceremony. In Tan Mian Hua “I wave cotton,ah, waving waving and waving. It keeps 
diminishing and diminishing. I turn the old into new, giving it as a gift for girl’s wedding. Ah yo 
ah yo ah yo yo. The girl married with waved cotton quilt. Ah, the girl is married”. When her 
daughter wants to get married, her mother prepares cotton wadding for her daughter, hoping 
that she will live a happy life after marriage. In Ku Jia “crying for mother: Water has its origin 
and tree has its root. There is only you my dear mother. I will never your breeding. Pear and 
brassica have white flower, you have leaving daughter. White cloud is rising in the sky, growing 
daughter is a outsider. crying mother: My dear, my dear daughter. I cried on hearing your words. 
Not for the bloom of life, untold coins buy you married not; crying for father, brother, sister and 
matchmaker...” In a series of crying rituals and librettos, the expression of the daughter's 
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marriage, the family's strong and inseparable feelings, there is a deep love in the world, care 
about the relatives, the blood of the family is thicker than water, no matter what form of 
separation, they always care about the feelings.It is also like the etiquette of new couple 
returning home soon after marriage. In Hui Meng Ge “We got a leave in New Year Festival. Let’s 
have a visit. Turning back, come here for a while. Please look at the outside, does it cold? Let’s 
bring the kid to visit our parents today”. Under collective economy, the couple lived a 
comfortable life, people's lives have been greatly improved, and people are full of hope for a 
better life. 

Festival rites. In Upcoming New Year “Red carrot is very sweet, the new year is coming we eat 
carrot stewed meat in this happy new year. Red carrot is very sweet, the new year is coming 
and children want to eat meat but father has no money”. In the old society, when the Chinese 
new year came, the family was poor, and the father had no money to eat meat for the children, 
let alone buy new year's goods. It wrote about the helplessness and bitterness of the poor father. 
Ceremonies to be completed for the Chinese New Year. In New Year “New year, wear new 
clothes, new hats, children laugh; new year, new year, paste couplets, set off firecrackers, 
crackling and startling; new year, new year, dumplings, steamed new year cake, the family 
reunion is surging; new year, new year, I give grandma a new year greeting,she gives me red 
envelopes; new year, new year, meet and say happy new year to everyone. New year comes, 
lion dance and stilt walking make the temple fair very lively. New year comes, new year comes, 
and there will be a new atmosphere in the new year”. The lyrics describes the Chinese people's 
jubilant mood of looking forward to and enjoying traditional festivals. Send the plague and 
illness on the fourteenth day of the first month. In Send the Toad "Fourteen yo, shake tender 
bamboo, tender bamboo long, I also grow, tender bamboo's father, tender bamboo's mother, 
I'm as long as tender bamboo." Sending away diseases and pestilence, leaving behind is health, 
which indicates that children will not get sick in the new year and grow up healthily and happily. 

Working rites. In Shang Liang Ge"Climbing the ladder step by step, climbing flowers and picking 
peaches, asking where to go,I went to Jinliang. Looking at the high dragon, shaking head and tail 
to go up, setting a place in the air, waiting for the master to hang red, hanging red on the nine 
dragons’ heads. Every year has a bumper harvest, hanging red on the nine dragons’ tails. Being 
as clear as water for the officials and loving the people. Looking up, coming to the three 
immortals of fortune, wealth and longevity. Adding fortune and life. Liu Hai scatters money. 
Brings gold , silver, mules and horses. Scattering gold and silver on the precious beam makes 
glory and wealth for thousands of years". The upper beam of house construction is the most 
important and key link for ordinary people to build their houses. The common people and 
craftsmen think that if the process is smooth, the house will be auspicious to live in. Therefore, 
the craftsman will choose an auspicious time for the owner to set off firecrackers on the beam 
and sprinkle sugar into the house, and the local children will go to grab the sugar to eat. It shows 
the common people's desire to live and work in peace and contentment. In Da Fen Ge:In the 
past, building houses, building walls, building river dams, and building foundations were all 
done with a stone rammer or wood tamping by several people. There is no fixed lyrics in the 
song of ramming and ramming, and it is usually sung by the person with the buttress. According 
to the actual situation, they are randomly composed and sung. At the beginning and the end, 
remind everyone to take unified action and pay attention to safety to prevent accidents. In the 
middle of the scene, or to say some familiar opera lyrics, can bring up the spirit of the big guy 
funny humor. For example, at the beginning, they would shout “Pull up a ram! The others 
followed,Yo Yo, hi! Oh, hi, ho, ho, ho "Lift it high and let it go steadily." All of them said, "keep it 
steady, yo ho, hi! Oh, hi, hi”. The first function of ramming song is to coordinate command, unify 
pace and prevent accidents. The second is to enliven the atmosphere and have fun in labor. 
When such a monotonous labor time is long, people are prone to be fatigue, by shouting chants, 
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amusing fun, they can enjoy the joy of labor in a relaxed and happy way. The working people’s 
call can shake heaven and earth, showing their spirit and determination to change the world.”[2] 

Funeral ceremony. "Song of mourning" Leader: Sir raised his axe to mourn. All: children are 
crying and heartbroken. Leader: all parents, old and young, together, all: firecrackers, gongs 
and drums. Leader: lift up, help us, crowd: shout a song to cross the dam field. Leader: don't 
stand on the right side of the tree, people: it's dangerous to step on the left side of the road. 
Front Leader: smooth road, flashing open, the behind one answers: follow closely. Front Leader: 
send the dead to heaven, another behind one answers: mountains and rivers are sorrowful. He: 
take your time on the road to the netherworld. There are arrangements for regeneration in the 
afterlife." It expresses the living people's reluctant to give up the dead and hope that the dead 
will meet again in the afterlife. 

4. Love song,the pure pursuit of human nature of Ba Di people: the deep 
love and honey when getting along with each other, the bitterness of 
thoughts when and after separation, the unparalleled beauty of the 
love, and the firmly love where heart belonging to. 

Love is one of the most beautiful themes of human beings. From ancient times to the present, 
all over the world, love has been written and sung by people. The original living environment 
of Ba Di people is bad, but their expectation for a better life is always inseparable from their 
yearning for a better love. The love of Ba Di people is sweet and bitter, and there is hope and 
loss. In the most beautiful stage of life, the person we met, the time we spent together, and the 
course we went through are the most brilliant and beautiful things in our life. The Ba Di love 
folk songs show the people's pursuit of a better life, their affirmation of themselves and their 
choices, and convey the beautiful vitality and soul sustenance of the earth. 

There are many love folk songs in Ba Di, which express the beauty of the people in their hearts 
such as Love Songs In Ba Di “Oh, my girl next to door, as gorgeous and sweet as peach, so lovely. 
Oh my boy next to door, as brilliant as the moon. Ah,you ask me to marry you and I’ll marry 
you”; in Little Sister“Her red face is like a red pepper, affectionate heart to let you see, little 
sister is lovely and she is the treasure in your heart. If she falls in love with you, you can't escape. 
The life is long, the water is eternal, she has decided to be with you for a lifetime”; in This 
Mountain is Higher than That “This mountain is higher than that. A beauty lives in that 
mountain whom I am familiar with. Her willowy brow attracts me a lot. That tanned face guy is 
like her lover who she had missed for long. She waved her hands with red face”. When you fall 
in love with a lover, you can praise him or her from the appearance to the character to the soul. 
You feel happy and satisfied with the other party's existence, and you are determined to get 
along with each other forever. It seems that your life is bound with the other party. Your life 
and existence become valuable and beautiful because of the other party's recognition. 

The joy of dating and getting along with lovers and the singing of love such as in Girl is Diligent 
“The diligent girl made her a new pair of in-wrought shoes. It was very cute and lovely. What 
I’m going for? I am going dating and drinking with my boy. Am I drunk? Yes, and I was back. 
What he greeted you? With bean and green rape”. The elaborate dressing before the meeting 
and the relaxed joy after meeting her lover are well conveyed. 

In Long Chuan Diao “Asking: who will help me cross the river? Answering:could I help you?” 
Women want their ideal lover to come to their side, and the subtle feeling that men are 
courteous for their ideal lover is well conveyed. 

In Embroidered pillow "The embroidered pillow is full of fragrance and also covered with 
tears,firewood, rice, oil and salt. It is the life style.How much bitter is hidden in the embroidered 
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pillow and happiness is also accompanied with bitter and sweet. I will always stay by your side." 
Life is not easy, there is pain and happiness to get along with, but still stick to it. 

How beautiful love is, how much hurt it is. Ba Di love songs also express the sadness and missing 
feelings of separation. In I Will Go With Leaving Moon “My lover is about to join the army.I see 
him off for ten miles and reluctantly to part. Ah, clouds are chasing the moon in the sky, wind is 
fondling willow on the ground. Moon please, please have a break, we are reluctant to depart”. 
It is hard for lovers to part. In  When Will the Sophora Blossom “My infatuated daughter had 
missed her lover for three months. She glared at the direction he leaved. But hard to express 
her love”. The girl fall in love with him but didn’t get a chance to express it. As time goes by, the 
feeling of suffering in her heart is vividly expressed in this song; in Missing Him for Years“My 
lover had leaved me for years. Two pairs of chopsticks remind me of him, I tearfully and 
sorrowfully cried”; in Expecting Him “New year had come,I expected him to visit me for a long 
long time. But he would never come unless I had presented him a pair of shoes as betrothal 
promise”. Waiting for the lover but can not wait for him to come, the heart is missing, is the pain, 
is thinking but can not endure, expressing the infatuation and exclusiveness of Ba Di women. 

5. Custom song, caring for human nature, the warmth of human nature, 
the vicissitudes of the world, mother and mother-in -law, and the 
return on festivals and so on 

It mainly reflects people's daily activities, family life and social and cultural customs. There are 
many folk songs in different regions of Ba Di, such as the songs of hard work, Experiencing the 
Hardships and Austerity of the Poor, Facing the Soil and Backing the Sky, Singing for a Long 
Time, Double-yolked Egg, Little cabbage with yellow Leaves, Talking about Chongqing, and 
Bashan's brother Bei Er. These folk songs are mainly divided into folk songs with local 
characteristics and signs, the hardship of struggling for life through working, the pain of family 
life, and the fighting spirit of patriotism and love for home. 

Songs expressing local customs. In I Coming from Chongqing “Tanned boy and girl are reliable. 
Their hot-pots are always with peppers. People in town have a bad temper...Making friends with 
them requires money...Chatting with Shancheng beer, the drunk lied down on the ground...No 
matter how arrogance they are, they are meek at home...we never afraid of hot weather and 
being tanned. There are many beauty in Jiefang Road, but none of them are my lover...I call my 
best friend bosom and those who are poor in academy are called the stupid...girls only want 
husband who listens to them on everything and boys prefer to be smarter. We call the waitress 
little sister. And my mother calls me Yaoer from birth to now. I don’t want to be blindly loyal as 
donkey, tricky like fox, stupid like pig. I just want to be normal boy in Chongqing.” Chongqing 
life customs, Chongqing people get along with each other are described, Chongqing people love 
to eat hot pot, drink beer, have a straight temper, love to make friends. And the special name 
shows that Chongqing people love life and live a simple and comfortable life,. They are 
humorous and everyone loves Chongqing; in Ba Zhong “How gorgeous the red leaves of hazy 
mountain...There are countless fishing boats on the banks of Nuoshui River, connecting the 
north and the south, and the culture meets here...The taste of tea, green mountains, Bazhong 
wine is also intoxicating...Famous mountains and waters breed the precious tremella grand 
gathering of ancient stone tablet and ancient temple...Historic sites are also fascinating...It is 
hometown of Red Army and how many people in Bazhong spend their whole life building their 
hometown”. They will sing the fascinating scenery, specialty and red story of Bazhong into the 
song, conveying the strong aspiration of Bazhong people to love Bazhong and build beautiful 
Bazhong with their life-long energy. 

The hardship of peasants' life in the old times is vividly written. In Hard-working Worker “The 
old farmer is very diligent. They started working early in the morning and end lately in the 
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evening. They worked in snow and cold wind. As they can endure cold, in summer sun burns. If 
it doesn't rain, a year's hard work will be wasted. How about the harvest? Cheap rice will hurt 
the farmers again. The stomach is empty all the year round. It's famine every year. If we want 
to save our country from poverty, we should first save the farmer. They are really industrious. 
They started working early in the morning and end it lately in the evening. All effort of this life 
is out, but how many families can fill their empty stomach? In case of disaster and disease, we 
should rely on life to endure the hardship. If they are not lucky, a whole life is over”; in Chang 
Nian Ge "In the first month, I come to the first month of the Lunar New Year and talk about the 
long-term work after the new year's dinner. Long term workers talk about the contract span, 
for the sake of vitality to do cattle and horses. In February, in the middle of February, he carried 
his bedding and went to work. I heard that his family doesn't have a holiday. From March to the 
middle of the month, the boss's seedlings are full of green. Hundreds of seedlings are planted 
during the day, but it is not a job to pull seedlings at night. April...May...June...July...In August, the 
autumn harvest is busy, and the rice in the field is covered with gold grain. In the daytime, the 
grain is pulled by dozens of cattle, and the grass is pulled at night. September October In the 
winter, there is a strong wind on nine cold days. The boss roasts the white charcoal fire, the 
smoke smokes the fire, the autumn long-term worker. December The pig's feet eaten by the 
boss and the bone lump chewed by the long-term workers One year your family will be angry, 
and next year you can’t make it." It shows the suffering of long-term workers, the most basic 
level difference between people, and also expresses the customs of Chinese traditional festivals. 

Other folk songs which express the bitterness and contradiction of love, marriage and family 
life. In Double-yolked Egg “Man: you don't plant cold water seedlings. Even your mother doesn't 
even have a second marriage. When you get married, you have to go through the ghost. Cold 
couple doesn’t maintain for long. Man: you don't feed aggressive geese.If you're a romantic 
woman, you just want to run out home   all day long and just want to play outside. Female: you 
don’t feed the aggressive geese, and don’t choose romantic boys. He just wants to find happy 
affairs. Second marriage lovers are vicious, neither husband nor wife is loyal to each other” . It 
shows the difficulties of remarried couples getting along with each other, and describes the 
greedy but painful and contradictory heart of human nature in marriage and love life. In Little 
cabbage with yellow Leaves “Little cabbage, yellow in the field;lost my mother at age of two or 
three. My mother, my dear mother! It's fine to follow dad before he married a stepmother. After 
three and a half years I have a younger brother who are better than me. My mother, my dear 
mother! My younger brother ate noodles and I drank soup;I picked up the bowl tearfully. My 
mother, my dear mother! I dream you, my mother, my dear mother! Peach and apricot are in 
bloom, and I miss my mother, a gust of wind fondled me. My mother, my dear mother!” It 
expressed that in family life, the stepmother is mean to her stepdaughter and the song is full of 
sympathy for her stepdaughter. She also hopes that little cabbage can have a happy life with her 
mother. 

Songs depicting love for home and country, the behavior and decision of giving up the family 
for the country and sacrificing for the motherland when the country is in danger. In Ten 
Commandments “First, I advise my mother to listen to your son's words of being a soldier. 
Mother, you stay at home and I be a soldier fighting for country. Second, I advise my father. 
Please you listen to your son's words, don't worry about me of being a soldier. Third, I persuade 
my brother-in-law. Listen to me. I will join in the army and you  work at home. Don't be lazy. 
Fourth, I advise my sister-in-law Oh, don't worry about me. Fifthly, I persuade my sister-in-law 
that you may accompany and caress my wife at night... Eighth, I persuade the village head; 
please listen to me, please reach a hand when my family is in need, please forgive my mistakes.  
Ninth, I advice to the self-defense forces, don't sleep on guard and guard against the enemy's 
reactionary collusion with bandits. If they make it,we will suffer; We must pay attention to the 
fact that we must fight to the end of the war, at that time we can rest. At last, I beg my wife to 
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listen to my words. I will be a soldier and you stay at home. Everything depends on you.” They 
sang the determination of the rural men to fight against Japan and their unwillingness to their 
families. Even if there is a strong affection for children and daughters in the heart, the hatred of 
the family and the country, the defense of the country, and the mutual support of the wife, family 
members and neighbors are moving. It expressed that big family is more important the smaller. 

6. Conclusion 

The Ba Di folk songs expressed birth, aging, ailments, death, happiness, bitterness, and other 
emotions of Ba Di people. They integrated the most affectionate and reluctant feelings into 
lyrics. People lives a different life. What they expected are no more than happiness, materials, 
lover. No matter the love is repaid, happy, bitter or not, they just accept it. I sincerely wise the 
affectionate, tenacious Ba Di people and those who are alike have a life without pain, bullying, 
worry and setbacks but full of happiness and love. 
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